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If you are interested in tips, tricks and short cuts for the Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis
programme by George Jelinek, then keep reading. Just a few years after graduating from
university, Ewout (Rotterdam, 1983) was diagnosed with relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis in
his twenties. Despite violent MS attacks, he was not put off and started the Overcoming Multiple
Sclerosis lifestyle. In ‘Multiple Sclerosis? You Can Do It!’ he shares his tips and tricks on
overcoming multiple sclerosis based on his over ten years of experience with recovering from
multiple sclerosis:Lean more aboutKeeping a diary on your multiple sclerosisReading food
labelsCan you have cheat days?Starting exercisingLearning to meditateBuilding a relationship
with your neurologistWhat use is an MRI?Eating out with MS ; andOMS when traveling."Ewout is
the living example that dietary choice could contribute to a reduction in inflammatory
processes." - Leon Mentink, general practitioner.As is typical for the Dutch, Ewout does not beat
around the bush. The book consists of short chapters. A large portion is dedicated to the
translation of dietary instructions in over 20 languages.This book will inspire you to keep at it or
start your OMS journey. Multiple Sclerosis? You can do it!

“We are evolving toward a greater expression of being human; learning the deeper meditation
found in authentic yoga is key.”—Deepak Chopra, author of Meta Human --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorALAN FINGER was born and
raised in South Africa and was a student of Parmahansa Yogananda, Krishnamacharya, and B.
K. S. Iyengar, among others. He is nationally known for the depth of his training and for his
gentle, friendly teaching style. Finger's wisdom and appeal are reflected in the success of Yoga
Works, the studio he founded in Los Angeles; Yoga Zone studios and videos; his four Be Yoga
studios in New York; and his work with many prominent celebrities including Robin Williams,
Barbra Streisand, Neil Diamond, Joni Mitchell, Diana Ross, and Kim Cattrall. He travels and
teaches all over the United States, as well as in Canada, Europe, and South Africa. He lives in
New York City.PETER FERKO teaches meditation, philosophy, asana, and teacher training
internationally. He was initiated Yogiraj, or master, by Alan Finger of ISHTA Yoga. In addition to
his studies and teaching at ISHTA, his other studies and influences include Paramahansa
Yogananda's Self Realization Fellowship, Sivananda Yoga, The Course in Miracles, and Mark
Whitwell's Heart of Yoga. As an author, Peter aims to make powerful practices and valuable
philosophy accessible to general audiences and beginner practitioners. He also writes fiction
that draws on his lifelong involvement with yoga, music, and art. Peter is the host of Peter's
Podcast: Real Yoga, Actual Happiness, and Deep Living. www.peterferko.com --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Ewout van den EngelMultiple Sclerosis? You can do it!Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis In
PracticeNotes from the publisherMultiple Sclerosis? You can do it!Overcoming Multiple
Sclerosis in practiceTranslated from Dutch, original title: Multiple sclerose? Zet ‘m op! Multiple
sclerose overwinnen doe je zo.All rights reserved (2019/2020)Author: Ewout van den
EngelVersion: 1.1Publisher: MKBsocial, HeerlenWant to use content from this book? Contact us
at .With special thanks toRose for the help with the translation to English.The following fantastic
people for helping me with the translation of the dinner cards in the annex:Aysu, Belghin, Bogi,
Gabriel, Gabriel D., Calliopi, Michele, Mihail, Miho, Morteza, Nkolay, Olga, Rawan, Romy, Sarka,
Sigrid.ForewordEvery year, tens of thousands of people are diagnosed with MS worldwide. The
diagnosis is primarily a curse: you lose not only control over your life, but also control over your
body. However, the disease can also be a blessing, at least it was for me. Adopting the
Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis (OMS) lifestyle gave me hope and as we say in Dutch; hoop doet
leven; hope makes life.In this booklet I want to share with you the experience I have had with (O)
MS for the last 10 years. It’s important to note that what I have written refers to my own
experience. Where necessary, I have indicated supporting sources. You are probably already
familiar with the principles of Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis and you may have already read the
book Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis. Still, just to be sure, I highlight the OMS program in the
chapter About (O) MS.Just as the shoemaker sticks to their trade, I don't make statements that
go beyond my experience. I have never used medicine to treat multiple sclerosis myself and I am
not a doctor or a pharmacist, so I can't tell you anything useful about this. The same applies to
preparations such as cannabis oil, eating habits such as intermittent fasting and other alternative
therapies. All I can tell you about this is that there is no magic pill or miracle method. Overcoming
MS takes a lot of effort and a long time before you see results, but they are real and lasting. All
you need is time, discipline and a bit of stubbornness. I hope that the advice in this book will help
you and that you come back to this e-book to refresh your memory.MS? You can do it!Ewout van
den EngelRemember that all advice has been given from my personal experience and is not
mandatory. Everything in this release is for informational purposes only. Nothing is intended as
medical advice and should not be interpreted as such.A little more about (O) MSThe OMS
program is based on the book Overcoming Multiple Sclerosis: An Evidence-based Guide to
Recovery by the Australian professor and physician George Jelinek, first published in 2000.
OMS is a series of guidelines based on the study of more than 70,000 scientific articles on MS.
Scientific research has long pointed to a link between your lifestyle and its consequences on
your health. A western lifestyle, i.e. lack of exercise, and (too much) fat, dairy, meat, frying, etc.,
is strongly associated with most diseases of affluence, like most cancers, diabetes and MS. If
you follow the OMS program strictly (and that is the only way), you will start feeling better after
about three months, with attacks generally subsiding after nine to twelve months. Sometimes it
can take up to three years before attacks start subsiding, but after five years you will be



generally stable.Summary of OMSDiet and SupplementsA plant-based diet with fish, avoiding
saturated and processed fats.Daily intake of 20 grams of omega-3 oil in the form of flaxseed or
fish oil, or up to 40 grams if you lead an active lifestyle (a tablespoon is about 10 grams).If
necessary, B group vitamins or vitamin B12 supplements.Vitamin DVitamin D3 supplement of
5000 IU -10,000 IU per day. Focus on a blood value of 150nmol / L or 60ng/mL and above. On
days with moderate to very strong UV index, you can also suffice with sunbathing until your skin
becomes slightly coloured; note that your body must be predominantly uncovered.Meditation30
minutes a day.Sports / intensive exercise30 continuous minutes each day, preferably 5 times a
week.MedicinesIn consultation with your neurologist if waiting is not an option. OMS does not
exclude medication; it is based on the premise of ‘do whatever it takes’.The role of milk
proteinNobody knows exactly how MS arises, but it is agreed that your body's immune system
attacks its own nervous system. This attack is associated with the presence of certain milk
proteins[1]. In MS, the nerve pathways in your spine and brain are attacked, but your nervous
system runs throughout your whole body, sending amongst others messages to your muscles so
you can hold your pee. Simply put, a signal runs from your brain through your spinal cord to your
bladder muscle.Now, imagine your nervous system as an electrical cable surrounded by a
plastic insulation layer. In your body, that insulation is formed by the fatty substance called
myelin. When that myelin is attacked and becomes damaged, the signals from your brain can no
longer reach your bladder muscle without being disturbed. This leads to you nor being able to
hold you pee.One of the reasonings behind the OMS program is that if you stop eating or
drinking products containing milk protein, eventually, there will be no 'foreign' milk protein in your
body. This means that the immune system is no longer stimulated to attack the myelin, allowing
for a rest in which the myelin can slowly recover.The role of fatsIt is best for your immune system
if in your body there’s a balance between omega-6 and omega-3 fats. Most people have an
imbalance between the two because of their eating habits: they consume too much omega-6 (for
example from sunflower oil and seeds) and too little omega-3 (for example from fish)[2]. While
omega-3 calms your immune system, omega-6 does the exact opposite. An imbalance between
omega 6 and omega 3 is e.g. 15:1, while a healthy ratio is around 5:1 or lower. Eating (products
containing) omega-3 fat daily and avoiding products containing processed omega-6 fat will
slowly restore the omega-3 / omega-6 balance in your body so your immune system will be less
likely to overreact to an intruder.In addition, there is another important advantage. Your body, as
you know, is made up of cells. These cells all have a cell membrane which consists mostly of fat.
If there is inflammation in your body, the inflamed cells will swell, much like we see with a swollen
finger. Because the inflamed cells swell, they will press on the surrounding healthy cells. MS
involves inflammation of cells in your brain and spinal cord. A cell membrane consisting of
saturated fat is not flexible and bursts under pressure. However, a cell membrane that is made
up of omega-3 will instead bend and therefore will not burst. As a result, inflammation does less
(surrounding) damage if the cell membranes are made up of omega-3 fat rather than saturated
(omega-6) fat.
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The book by Ewout van den Engel has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 22 people have provided
feedback.
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